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now, as far as i can see, the first two of those are impossible to forbid by law, whereas any attempt
to use zoning or contract law to establish a whites only (or blacks only or chinese only or whatever)
neighborhood or town or apartment building would absolutely violate existing american
discrimination law. i think the original question (maybe just where i came in) was whether whites
preference for white neighbors, without any legal enforcement mechanisms, was evil. thats where a
bunch of people have answered yes, whereas i dont see why its evil. today, after the conflicts, the
world is in a much better place than it would have been if the settlers had come across a set of
reservations. the latter situation would have meant that the fate of the native inhabitants would
have remained a matter for the will of the human species, as to which there would have been no
abiding or certain contract. the former situation would have brought them into a grand new and
magnificent civilization, for which many of them would have been willing to die; whereas the former
would have meant that the whole lot of them would have remained in the naked state of nature, in
savage seclusion, away from the influences of civilization, living like beasts of prey upon the
innocent whom chance should have allowed to fall into their hands. in that case, the moral sense of
the europeans, which has so far so often proved itself superior to the advantages of civilization, and
was always in quest of the most improved form of life, would have become extinct in the other
continents. and if that had happened, we should never have known, in the beginning of the 20th
century, of the continual warfare of the great powers of europe, and of the mechanical slaughter of
the nations.
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